Political parties recently learned that they must use social media campaigns along with advertising on traditional media to defeat their opponents. Before the campaign starts, it is important for a political party to establish and ensure its media presence, for example by enlarging their number of connections in the social network in order to assure a larger portion of users. Indeed, adding new connections between users increases the capabilities of a social network of spreading information, which in turn can increase the retention rate and the number of new voters. In this work, we address the problem of selecting a fixed-size set of new connections to be added to a subset of voters that, with their influence, will change the opinion of the network's users about a target candidate, maximizing its chances to win the election. We provide a constant factor approximation algorithm for this problem and we experimentally show that, with few new links and small computational time, our algorithm is able to maximize the chances to make the target candidate win the elections.
Introduction
Over the past few years, political parties learned that, along with advertising on traditional mediums such as television and newspapers, they must use social media campaigns to defeat their opponents. Many real-life examples exist that show how the political intervention effect in social media [1] [2] [3] [4] . One of the most effective examples of political digital marketing is the recent presidential US election where a study shows that 92% percent of people remembered the pro-Trump fake news, and 23% percent of them remembered the pro-Clinton fake news [5] . Another example, in 2017, where automated accounts in social networks spread a considerable portion of political-related content, mostly fake news, trying to influence the French election [2] .
Before the campaign starts, it is important for a political party to establish and ensure its media presence. For example, and this is the case we study in this paper, they can enlarge their number of connections in the social network in order to assure a larger portion of users. Indeed, adding new connections between users increases the capabilities of a social network of spreading information which in turn can increase the retention rate and the number of new voters.
There is an extensive literature on manipulating elections without considering the underlying social network structure; we point the reader to a recent survey [6] . Although there have been few studies that exploits opinion diffusion on social networks in order to manipulate elections, we review them in Section 2.
In this work, we focus on a variant of the election control problem via social influence, introduced in [7] . We consider the scenario in which users of a social network have to vote for elections, i.e., each voter has a preference list over the set of candidates. Based on the model by Wilder et al. [7] , In the literature, there are few studies that exploit social influence in order to solve the problem of constructive/destructive election control considering the social connections between users. This problem consists in changing voters' opinions with the aim of maximizing/minimizing the margin of victory of target candidate with respect to its most voted opponent.
Wilder et al. [7] considered the Independent Cascade Model [8] as diffusion process in both the constructive and destructive control scenarios providing algorithmic and hardness results, respectively, for maximizing the margin and the probability of victory.
Corò et al. studied the same problem under the Linear Threshold Model [8] and arbitrary scoring rules [9, 10] . In both cases, the election control problem can be solved with an approximation factor of 1 3 (1 − 1/e) in the constructive scenario and 1 2 (1 − 1/e) in the destructive one. Moreover, Faliszewski et al. [11] studied a variant of the Linear Threshold Model with weighted vertices; in their scenario, each node of the graph is a group of voters with a specific list of candidates and there is an edge between two nodes if they differ by the ordering of a single pair of adjacent candidates. Bredereck et al. [12] instead focused on a simple Linear Threshold Model, where each node holds a binary opinion, each edge has the same fixed weight, and all vertices have a threshold fixed to 1/2; in this scenario, they studied how to manipulate, by means of bribing nodes or adding/deleting edges, the network in order to have control on the majority opinion, i.e., having more than 50% of nodes with the same opinion.
Recently, few studies considered the problem of modifying the network structure in order to minimize/maximize the information diffusion. D'Angelo et al. [13] introduced the Influence Maximization with Augmentation problem (IMA) that consists in adding a limited number of edges incident to a given set of nodes in order to maximize their capability of spreading information under the Independent Cascade Model. They proved that such problem is NP-hard to approximate within a factor greater than 1 − 1 /2e and provide an approximation algorithm that almost matches such upper bound. Furthermore, D'Angelo et al. [14] studied a similar problem for which the budget could be spent to buy either seeds or edges according to a cost function, providing two approximation algorithms that depend on the cost of the edges. Sheldon et al. [15] studied the problem of adding nodes in a network to maximize the diffusion in a network. They showed that their problem is not submodular and proposed exact integer programming formulations. Recently, Amelkin et al. [16] studied the problem of disabling opinion control in a social network by strategically altering the network's users' Eigen centralities by recommending new connections between the users. Zhang et al. [17] considered the problem of removing either edges or nodes from the network with the aim of minimizing the information diffusion and developed algorithms with rigorous performance guarantees and good empirical performance. Finally, experimental studies show that increasing the connectivity or the centrality of a node, by adding edges to the graph, lead also to an increase in the expected number of nodes that the diffusion process is able to reach [18] [19] [20] .
Preliminaries

The Influence Maximization Problem
The Influence Maximization Problem, introduced by Kempe et al. [21] in 2003, studies a social network, represented by a weighted directed graph G = (V, E, p), where the set of nodes V represent the users, the set of edges E represent social links between users, and the weight function p : V × V → [0, 1] represents the influence between users. The goal is then to find a set of influential nodes of size B that can maximize the spread of information. The influence is defined based on the information diffusion process among users.
There are many different models to study these processes on graphs, one of the most used being the Independent Cascade Model (ICM) [21] . Given a graph G = (V, E, p) and an initial set of nodes A 0 , usually referred as seeds, the diffusion process proceeds iteratively in a synchronous way along a discrete time-axis, starting from A 0 . Such set can be seen, for example, as the initial supporters of a product (or an opinion) that start to propagate it in a social network. Let A t ⊆ V be the set of nodes active at time t, then, for each node u ∈ A t \ A t−1 , a neighbor node v of u is activated at time t + 1 with probability p uv , independently, for each edge (u, v) ∈ E. Then, v ∈ A t+1 if and only if v ∈ A t or one of the above independent events is realized. We say that the process has quiesced at the first timet such that the set of active nodes would not change in the next round, i.e., timet is such that A˜t = A˜t +1 . We define the eventual set of active nodes as A := A˜t. In this case, the goal is to maximize the set A, i.e., the set of active nodes at the end of the process.
Kempe et al. showed that the distribution of the set of active nodes A in the graph starting with A 0 under the ICM process is equivalent to the distribution of reachable nodes from the same set A 0 in the set of random graphs called live-edge graphs (see Proof of Theorem 4.5 in [8] ). A live-edge graph G = (V, E ) is built as follows: Given a graph G = (V, E, p), every edge (u, v) ∈ E is selected to be inserted to E independently at random with a probability proportional to its weight p uv . This equivalent model allow them to provide two important results.
First, they conjectured that evaluating the expected number of active nodes under ICM is #P-complete, which was later proved by Chen et al. [22] . However, it can be efficiently approximated by using a polynomial number of live-edge graphs ([8], Proposition 4.1). Moreover, under the live-edge model, the problem of selecting the initial seed set of nodes in order to maximize the diffusion is submodular (for a ground set N, a function z : 2 N → R is submodular if for any two sets S, T such that S ⊆ T ⊆ N and for any element e ∈ N \ T it holds that z(S ∪ {e}) − z(S) ≥ z(T ∪ {e}) − z(T)) [8] . Hence, exploiting a classical result [23] , the influence maximization problem admits a 1 − 1/e approximation using a simple greedy hill-climbing approach that, starting with an empty solution, for B iterations, selects the node that gives the maximal marginal gain on the objective function with respect the solution computed so far.
Problem Statement
Consider the scenario in which users of a social network have to vote for elections. In this work, we study the case in which an external manipulator can decide to add new links in the network in order to change the outcome of the elections and make a specific candidate win.
We represent the underlying connections between users as a directed graph G = (V, E). Let C = {c 1 , . . . , c m } be the set of m candidates; we refer to our target candidate, i.e., the one that we want to make win the elections, as c . Each voter v ∈ V has a list of preferences for the elections represented as a function π v : C → {1, . . . , m} that represents the position of a given candidate in the preference list of v, e.g., π v (c i ) = 3 for a given candidate c i means that in the preference list of voter v such candidate is ranked as third.
In this work, we use the model presented by Wilder et al. [7] : We use the Independent Cascade Mode as a model for influence diffusion, i.e., each edge (u, v) ∈ E has an associated probability p uv , that is the probability to influence the neighbor. Then, the process works as follow: Starting from the seed set, when a voter v is reached by the social influence, i.e., there exists a path from a seed to v, it shifts the ranking of the target candidate by one position up. If c is already in first position, i.e., π v (c ) = 1, the message has no effect but the node still shares the message with its neighbors. At the end of the process, each voter v ∈ V casts a vote for their first ranked candidate, i.e., we consider plurality as voting system. Under plurality rule, each voter can only express a single preference among the candidates and that with the plurality of the votes wins, i.e., it is sufficient to have the highest number of votes and there is no need of an absolute majority (50% + 1 of votes).
Recall that in the problem of election control we want to maximize the chances of the target candidate to win the elections. To achieve that, we maximize its expected Margin of Victory (MOV) with respect to the most voted opponent, akin to that defined in [7] . Let us first define the set of voters that rank candidate c i in the jth position as V j
After the ICM process has quiesced, the position of c in the preference list of each influenced node is changed by one position up, except for the voters that already have c in the first position from the beginning.
Given the set of seed nodes A 0 and the set S of edges added to G, we define the score of candidate c i as F A 0 (c i , S). Initially, i.e., before the process starts, the score of a candidate c i is equivalent to the number of voters that have c i in first position, i.e., F ∅ (c i , ∅) = |V 1 c i |. Note that, under this model, we can write the new score of c , i.e., the score after the process has quiesced, by the use of live-edge graphs. In fact, the score can be expressed by the number of voters that had c in first position before the process plus the expected number of reachable nodes in live-edge graphs that had c in second position, starting from the seed set A 0 . Recall that a live-edge graph X = (V, E ) is a subset of graph G where each edge (u, v) ∈ E is selected to be part of E independently at random with a probability p uv . Hence, X has probability to be sampled equal to P(X) = ∏ e∈E p uv ∏ e∈E\E (1 − p uv ). Let us define R A 0 (X, V 2 c i ) as the set of reachable nodes in set V 2 c from the seed set A 0 in live-edge graph X and G(S) define the set of all possible live-edge graphs. Finally,
Finally, we define MOV A 0 (S) as the expected increase of the difference between the score of c and that of the most voted opponent. Formally, if c andĉ are the candidates, different from c , with the highest score before and after the process has quiesced, respectively, then the MOV is defined as
Let B ∈ N be the initial budget, i.e., the maximum size of the set edges that the manipulator can add to G; the election control problem asks to find a set of edges S ⊆ (A 0 × V) \ E, of size at most B, that maximizes the MOV, i.e., arg max
Roughly, we aim to maximize the expected number of votes by which c wins the election; however, note that not only candidate c gain a vote, but another candidate loses a vote and we need to keep track of the number of votes lost by each other candidate. The definition of MOV given above take into consideration this fact by comparing the votes gained by c and the number of votes of the candidate with the largest starting and smallest loss in votes.
As a running example, let us consider five voters v 1 , . . . , v 5 and three candidates C = {c , c 2 , c 3 }. Let three voters have p v i (c 2 ) = 1, p v i (c 3 ) = 2, p v i (c ) = 3, for i ∈ 1, . . . , 3 and two have p v i (c 2 ) = 1, p v i (c ) = 2, p v i (c 3 ) = 3, for i = 4, 5. Since we are considering the plurality rule, we have that the scores of c , c 2 , c 3 following the elections are 0, 5, 0. Now, consider being able to influence voters 3 and 4 using the process presented by Wilder et al., which is the one we consider in this paper. Then, c is able to move one position up in π v 4 and π v 5 and the new scores are 2, 3, 0 and the value of is MOV = 5 − 0 − (3 − 2) = 4. We can make the following observations in this simple example: (1) even if we failed to make the target candidate win the elections, the value of is at its maximum value in this instance, i.e., even the optimal solution, would not have been able to make c win; and (2) since, under this model, we can only move the target candidate up to one position, influencing the first three voters would not have changed the outcome of the elections and the scores would have still been 0, 5, 0.
Approximation Result
In this section, we first show that the change in score of the candidate c is a monotone and submodular function. This allows us to give a constant factor approximation using the result given in [24] . The authors proved that, if a solution approximates the change in score of the target candidate within a factor α, then this solution provides a α/3 approximation to the MOV.
Let us first denote the change in score of candidate c as
In the next lemma, we show that R A 0 (X, V 2 c ) in live-edge X is a monotone submodular function of the initial set of nodes A 0 . This allows us to prove that also g + A 0 (c , S) is monotone and submodular with respect to A 0 (Theorem 1).
Lemma 1. Given a set of nodes
Proof. Note that we can decompose
We can now prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Given a graph G = (V, E), a seed set A 0 , g + A 0 (c , S) is monotonically increasing submodular function of sets S ⊆ (A 0 × V) \ E.
Proof. First, we need to prove that g + A 0 (c , S) is a monotonically increasing function,
. To prove submodularity, we show that for each pair of sets S, T such that
. Given two sets of edges S, T, such that S ⊆ T, for each live-edge graph X in G(S) we denote by G(T, X) the set of live-edge graphs in G(T) that have X as a subgraph and possibly contain other edges in T \ S. In other words, a live-edge graph in G(T, X) has been generated with the same outcomes as X on the coin flips in the edges of E ∪ S and it has other outcomes for edges in T \ S.
Since, for each X ∈ G(S), ∑ Y∈G(T,X) P(Y) = P(X) ∑ Y∈G(T\S,X) P(Y) = P(X) and by Lemma 1, then
This result provide us with the fact that a simple greedy hill-climbing approach gives a constant factor approximation to the problem of maximizing g + (c , A 0 , S), where the constant is 1 − 1 e − . By combining this result and applying Theorem 3 in [24] , here reported as Theorem 2, we obtain a 1 3 1 − 1 e − -approximation algorithm for the election control problem. Theorem 2 holds for any scoring rule, i.e., plurality included, and for any model in which the manipulator has the ability to change only the position of a target candidate for a subsets of voters and the increment in score of such candidate is at least equal to the decrement in score of the other candidates. Our model satisfy all of these hypotheses since the manipulator is only able to modify the lists of the voters that are active during the ICM process, i.e., the nodes that are reachable from the seed set. Moreover, using the model from Wilder et al. [7] , the manipulator can only change the score of the target candidate by increasing its position in the preference list up by one position. This also implies that the increment in score of c is at least equal to the decrement in scoring of the other candidates since the new score of c can also be defined as the scores lost by the other candidates, i.e.,
Theorem 2 ([24] ). An α-approximation algorithm for the problem of maximizing the increment in score of a target candidate gives an α 3 -approximation to the election control problem.
Corollary 1.
There is an algorithm that outputs a solution S that satisfies
where S * denotes an optimal solution of size B to maximizing MOV.
Improving the Running Time
In the previous section, we proved that there exists an algorithm that approximate MOV A 0 (S) up to a constant factor by showing that the change in score of the target candidate c is monotone and submodular with respect to sets S ⊆ (A 0 × V) \ E (Theorem 1). It follows that GREEDY (Algorithm 1) finds a set S of edges whose value g + A 0 (c , S) is at least 1 − 1 /e times the one of an optimal solution [23] . As it is stated, Algorithm 1 is clearly infeasible, in terms of running time, for very large real networks, having a computational complexity of O(B · |V| · |E| · R), where R is the number of simulations, i.e., live-edge graphs, needed to compute an approximation for g + A 0 (c , S). Recall that calculating the expected number of active nodes is #P-complete but can be approximated by using a polynomial number of live-edge graphs [8, 22] .
Since our Algorithm 1 is a modified version of the algorithm GREEDY2 presented in [25] , whose aim was to maximize the influence diffusion in a social network, we can exploit the same reduction to the Limited Seed Selection problem (LSS) that aims at finding a subset of the initial active users in order to maximize the expected number of influenced users. This reduction allows us to adapt the algorithm presented in [26] in such a way that it finds a subset of a given limited set of edges, i.e., S ⊆ (A 0 × V).
Experimental Study
In this section, we present some experimental results that show how our approximation algorithm performs on real-world networks.
We chose several heterogeneous social and communication networks that are suitable for our problem, taken from KONECT [27] , ArnetMiner [28] and SNAP [29] repositories. The size of the graphs are reported in Table 1 .
We considered three different scenarios, each with a different number of candidates, i.e., |C| = 2, 5, 10. For each scenario, we assigned a random preference list to each node of the networks.
Moreover, we chose 0.1% of the nodes in V as seeds and set the budget to B = 10 · |A 0 |. We generated the probabilities to the edges according to the weighted model presented by Kempe et al. [21] , i.e., for each edge (u, v), assign p uv = 1/N − v , where N − v is the number of incoming neighbour of node v. Note that, for these experiments, the seed nodes were chosen uniformly at random. All our experiments were performed on a computer equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2643 CPUs (six cores clocked at 3.4 GHz) and 128 GB RAM; our programs were implemented in C++ (gcc compiler v4.8.2 with optimization level O3).
In Table 2 , we report: ∆(∅) and ∆(S) that are the differences in MOV of c with respect to the most voted opponent before and after the edge addition, i.e.,
where c andĉ are the candidates, different from c , with the highest score before and after the process has quiesced; I is the relative increment of MOV after the edge addition computed as I = ∆(S)−∆(∅) ∆(∅) × 100; and T is the time in seconds. Note that negative values in ∆(∅) means that the target candidate c was not winning before we used our algorithm. Table 2 . Results for real-world networks. ∆(∅) = F A 0 (c , ∅) − F A 0 (c, ∅) and ∆(S) = F A 0 (c , S) − F A 0 (ĉ, S), where c andĉ are the candidates, different from c , with the highest score before and after the process has quiesced. To prove the capability of our proposed algorithm, we compared the value of MOV in a graph augmented by using Algorithm 1 and in the same graph augmented by using several alternative baselines that connect the given seed set to a set of B nodes chosen accordingly: PrefAtt (PA) selects nodes according to the Preferential Attachment model [30, 31] ; Jaccard (J) selects the nodes with the highest Jaccard [32] coefficient; Degree (D) selects the nodes with the highest out-degree; Topk (TopK) selects the nodes with the highest harmonic centrality [33] ; and Prob (Prob) selects nodes adding the edges with the highest probability. Note that some of these algorithms are well-known algorithms used for link recommendation. For each graph, we report in Tables 3 and 4 the relative increment of MOV, defined above as I. The experiments clearly show that our proposed algorithm outperforms all the alternative baselines with respect to the final value of MOV. Figure 1 shows the effectiveness of the algorithm in the scenario with m = 5 candidates running for the elections compared with the other approaches on the Twitter network. Note that this scenario is the "hardest" one among the considered ones, since it has the value of ∆(∅) = −238.7, i.e., the target candidate is not winning before the process starts, and Twitter is the largest network among the ones we considered. 
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Conclusions
Using social media to influence elections is a major concern in our society and for this reason it is important to study this phenomenon in order to prevent attacks from manipulators. Our result might be a further step to understand and prevent these situations in real-life.
In this work, we address the problem of selecting a fixed-size set of new connections to a subset of voters that, with their influence, will change the opinion of the network's users about a target candidate, maximizing its chances to win the election. We provide a (1 − 1/e)-approximation algorithm for the problem of maximizing the score of a target candidate by showing submodularity. We then exploit such property to provide a 1 3 (1 − 1/e)-approximation algorithm for the constructive election control problem. Finally, we present an experimental study on several heterogeneous real-world networks to validate the model and assess the capability of the algorithm comparing our proposed solution with other link recommendation algorithms and showing its effectiveness.
Our results open several research directions. It could be interesting to study the same approach on different models, e.g., changing the model of diffusion, or using different voting rules, e.g., Borda rule that is used, as stated in Wikipedia, in elections by educational institutions or for granting sports awards in the United States. Moreover, future work should concentrate also in uncertainty models for the diffusion process, for example in robust influence maximization where weights on the edges are not known but a probability distribution is given in input.
